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EXCURSIES 

OSLO 

OSLO HIGHLIGHTS & VIKING SHIPS 

 KOST $119 

Discover beautiful Oslo on a brief city tour, with your guide pointing out such 
memorable highlights as the Royal Palace, Town Hall, the National Theatre and the city's 
modern center of shops and office blocks. 
Take a 45- to 60-minute walk at Vigeland Park to view the world's largest collection of 
sculptures executed by one single artist -- Gustav Vigeland (1869-1943). 
Your next destination is the Viking Ship Museum, whose spectacular exhibits will draw 
you back into a glorious chapter in Norwegian maritime history. Centuries-old wooden 
vessels, discovered by archaeologists, have been carefully restored. 
A short transfer brings you to the museum that houses the Kon Tiki -- Thor Heyerdahl's 
balsa raft that became famous for its historic 101-day crossing of 4,970 miles from Peru 
to Raroia in Polynesia. 
View Oslo's busy seaport en route back to the ship. 

 
EASY OSLO 

 KOST $59 

A pleasant sightseeing drive by motor coach takes you through the center of Oslo, past 
Akershus Fortress, the Parliament Buildings, the Royal Palace, the National Theatre, 
Oslo's university and the Nobel Institute. 
See the iconic Holmenkollen Ski Jump, entirely rebuilt in 2011, and look down over the 
city and fjord below -- a truly beautiful sight. 
On the Bygdøy Peninsula, you will pass the open-air Norwegian Folk Museum and the 
Viking Ship Museum. 
Notes: 
This tour has been designed for scenic viewing from the motor coach only, with one 
short photo stop at the Holmenkollen viewpoint. 

 
A STROLL THROUGH OSLO & ICE BAR 

 KOST $59 

A guided walk through Oslo takes you past historic buildings, cozy cafés and art 
galleries. 
In the city's Golden Center, view the splendid monuments and buildings around Karl 
Johan Street -- the Parliament building, the University, the National Theatre, the Royal 
Palace and the police horse stables. 
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On the grounds of Akershus Fortress (1299) you will find the Norwegian Resistance 
Museum. 
Cool down during your walk with an ice-cold drink at the Ice Bar. Suit up in warm 
clothing (provided) before entering the bar where everything -- walls, bar counter, 
furniture and decorations -- is made from 60 tons of ice. 
Notes: 
Tour includes outside visits only, except at the Ice Bar. Approximately 2½ hours of 
walking is required over mostly flat ground with some uneven terrain and several 
steps. Wear comfortable walking shoes. Use of an audio headset (included) will enhance 
your tour experience. 

THE BEST OF OSLO 

 KOST $249 

Drive through the center of Oslo, passing Akershus Fortress, the Parliament building, 
Karl Johan Street, the Royal Palace and the Nobel Institute. 
The amazing Vigeland Sculpture Park was created and completed by one man -- 
Gustav Vigeland. Centrally placed in the park is the 55-foot-tall monolith, featuring 121 
stone figures of men, women and children climbing on top of each other in their struggle 
for life. Walk with your guide through the park to see more than 150 stone and bronze 
sculptures, each symbolizing a different stage in the lifespan of mankind. 
Continue through some beautiful residential areas and up to the Holmenkollen Hills for a 
fantastic view of Oslo. The first ski jump was built here in 1892 and was the main venue 
of the 1952 Winter Olympics. The ski jump was recently rebuilt in time for the World 
Championships. 
A buffet lunch will be served en route. 
On the Bygdøy Peninsula you will visit the Viking Ship Museum. It houses three 
authentic longboats dating from the Viking Age, around AD 900-1000, which were 
excavated from the mudbanks along Oslofjord. The museum also holds a large collection 
of items found on board the ships, such as household goods, tools, jewelry and clothing. 
Adjacent to the Viking Ship Museum is the Open-Air Folk Museum, where you can 
'tour' much of Norway in just an hour. Catch a glimpse of Norwegian culture and history, 
as the museum features 150 authentic buildings from different regions. This includes 
one of the country's oldest structures, the Gol Stave Church, built in the 13th century. 
Return to the city, where your tour ends back at the pier. 
Please note: Wear comfortable walking shoes. Use of an audio headset (included) will 
enhance your tour experience. 

VIGELAND SCULPTURE PARK, HOLMENKOLLEN & VIKING SHIP MUSEUM 

 KOST $129 

Departing from the pier, you guide will provide an interesting commentary as you pass 
Akershus Fortress and the Opera House. 
You'll take a guided tour of Vigeland Sculpture Park, created and built by Gustav 
Vigeland. The park is home to 121 sculptured figures together with the landmark 
'Monolith', fountain and bridge. Your guide will escort you through the park, and explain 
the different sculptures and monuments along the way. 
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At the end of the park, your waiting coach will take you through beautiful residential 
areas of Oslo. From the elevation of the Holmenkollen Hills, take in excellent views over 
parts of the city and Oslofjord. 
Head to the Bygdøy Peninsula for a visit to the Viking Ship Museum. Here you will see 
the incredible craftsmanship of Viking ships. The Gokstad is a classic Viking ship, while 
the Oseberg, which was excavated in 1904, is richly adorned and was probably used as a 
pleasure boat. The museum holds a collection of sleds, implements and gold and silver 
jewelry found with the ships. 
On the return drive to the pier, view Oslo's busy boat harbor. 
Notes: 
The Viking Ship Museum is a popular attraction and can get crowded. Tour requires 
approximately 45 minutes of walking, including several steps at Vigeland Park. Wear 
comfortable walking shoes. The road journey may pass through two tunnels. 

BIKING IN OSLO 

 KOST $99 

A short walk from the pier brings you to the biking center, not far away. 
Gear up with a bicycle and helmet and listen to some safety instructions before you 
venture out in the wonderful city of Oslo. Discover many of the major sights in a fun and 
relaxed way as this approximately three-hour adventure has you cycling along car-free 
paths, through parks, down hidden back streets and along the fjord. There is plenty of 
time for stops and pictures, and no specific fitness level is required. Your guide will 
reveal the stories behind the monuments, such as the medieval castle, the Royal Palace 
and the world-famous Frogner Sculpture Park. 
Return your equipment back at the biking center; then, you're free to explore Oslo on 
foot at your own pace, or walk directly back to the pier. 
Notes: 
Minimum age is 12 years. Although the route is planned to avoid vehicle traffic as much 
as possible, there will be some places that you encounter motorized vehicles. 

GREAT NORWEGIAN EXPLORERS 

 KOST $99 

Since the days of the Vikings, Norwegians have been intrepid explorers, wandering all 
over the globe in search of new discoveries. Today, you'll connect with the spirit of the 
Norwegian explorers through the ages at three of Norway's most fascinating museums. 
Travel to Bygdøy, passing some of Oslo's landmarks along the way, including City Hall, 
the National Theatre and the Royal Residence. Bygdøy, once the King's private property, 
is now partly laid out as a museum area. 
The Viking Ship Museum contains well-preserved Viking ships, showcasing the Vikings' 
daring initiative and shipbuilding craftsmanship. It also houses a collection of household 
implements found during the excavations of the ships and a Viking-Age display of 
sledges, beds, a horse cart, wood carvings, buckets and other artifacts. 
The KonTiki Museum houses original boats and exhibits from Thor Heyerdahl's world-
famous expeditions to Ra, Tigris, FatuHiva, KonTiki and Easter Island. It also has a 100-
foot cave tour, cinema and an underwater exhibition containing a life-size 33-foot whale 
shark. 
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The Fram Museum is all about the history of the polar explorers, including Nansen's 
journey across the Polar ocean, Sverdrup's expedition to Greenland and Amundsen's 
journey to the South Pole. There are exhibits displaying animals from the Polar regions 
and the world's most famous polar ship -- the Fram -- built in 1892. The Fram is in its 
original condition with its interior and objects perfectly preserved. 
Notes: 
The Fram ship is not wheelchair accessible. Souvenir shops at the museums allow for a 
brief amount of shopping. Use of an audio headset (included) will enhance your tour 
experience. 

VIGELAND SCULPTURE PARK & PICTURESQUE DROBAK 

 KOST $99 

A 45-minute leisurely drive to the small picturesque town of Drøbak brings you to the 
narrowest point of Oslofjord. The small town grew up in the 1700s, supported by the 
timber industry and shipping and was the winter port for Oslo. Today, it pays homage to 
the past with tiny, well-preserved wooden houses and charming narrow streets. Strict 
historic preservation laws mean that many original buildings from the town's heyday 
still exist, and much of the city center looks as it did more than a century ago. 
Enjoy time to wander through the charming streets and market-square stalls selling 
antiques and bric-à-brac, or shopping in the small boutiques and galleries. You may 
choose to simply people-watch from a cozy café (at your own expense) and take in the 
lovely views over Oslofjord. 
Drøbak is also called 'the Christmas town' because of its famous year-round Christmas 
shop. Take advantage of the chance to shop for festive gifts in Scandinavia's only 
permanent Christmas store. Julenisse's has own post office, with an official Christmas 
postmark, if you wish to send a greeting to loved ones. 
Continue to Oslo's Vigeland Sculpture Park. A guided stroll takes you through part of 
this park, which is arranged over an area of 79 acres and displays 200 sculptures 
created by Gustav Vigeland in granite, bronze and wrought iron. The artist never 
explained his works, leaving the interpretation to each beholder. 
Notes: 
Wear comfortable walking shoes. Use of an audio headset (included) will enhance your 
tour experience. The post office is located inside the Christmas shop. Bring local 
currency, as the Christmas house only accepts only Norwegian kroner and credit cards. 

DUTCH GUIDED: THE BEST OF OSLO WITHOUT LUNCH 

 KOST $179 

A Dutch-speaking guide leads this tour (or a guide with a Dutch interpreter). A limited 
number of Dutch guides and interpreters are available in this port; book early to avoid 
disappointment. This is not a bilingual tour; tours guided in English are available at 
Exploration Central on our website. 
A panoramic drive takes you through the center of Oslo, passing the Akershus Fortress, 
the Parliament building, the Royal Palace and the Nobel Institute. 
Leave the coach at the amazing Vigeland Sculpture Park, created and completed by 
one man -- Gustav Vigeland. Centrally placed in the park is the 55-foot-tall monolithic 
sculpture featuring 121 stone figures of men, women and children climbing on top of 
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each other in their struggle for life. Walk with your guide through the park to see more 
than 150 stone and bronze sculptures, each symbolizing a different stage in the lifespan 
of most humans. 
Back on the motorcoach, you will continue through some beautiful residential areas and 
up into the Holmenkollen Hills for a fantastic view of Oslo. The first ski jump was built 
here in 1892 and was the main venue of the 1952 Winter Olympics. It was rebuilt in 
2011 for the World Championships. 
Back at sea level, on the Bygdøy Peninsula you will visit the Viking Ship Museum. It 
houses three authentic longboats dating from the Viking Age (around AD 900-1000). 
They were excavated from the mudbanks along Oslofjord. The museum also holds a 
large collection of items found on board the ships, such as household goods, tools, 
jewelry and clothing.?? 
The adjacent Open-Air Folk Museum invites you to 'tour' much of Norway in just an 
hour. Catch a glimpse of Norwegian culture and history here, as the museum features 
150 authentic buildings from different regions. This includes one of the country's oldest 
structures -- the Gol Stave Church, built in the 13th century. Return to the city where 
your tour ends back at the pier. 
Notes: 
Wear comfortable walking shoes. Use of an audio headset (included) will enhance your 
tour experience. 

DUTCH GUIDED: OSLO HIGHLIGHTS & A STROLL THROUGH TOWN 

 KOST $69 

A Dutch-speaking guide leads this tour (or a guide with a Dutch interpreter). A limited 
number of Dutch guides and interpreters are available in this port; book early to avoid 
disappointment. This is not a bilingual tour; tours guided in English are available at 
Exploration Central on our website. 
Discover beautiful Oslo on a brief city tour with your guide pointing out such 
memorable highlights as the Royal Palace, Town Hall, the National Theater and the city’s 
modern center of shops and office blocks. 
Then, take a 45- to 60-minute walk through Vigeland Park to view the world’s largest 
collection of sculptures executed by one single artist -- Gustav Vigeland (1869-1943). 
Your next destination is the Holmekollen Ski Jump, recently reconstructed for the Ski 
World Championships in 2011. Take advantage of a short photo stop here before 
continuing back to the city's lovely residential areas. 
Leave the coach in front of the City Hall, inaugurated in 1950, when Oslo celebrated its 
1,000th anniversary. Tour the building to see how it has been decorated by the foremost 
Norwegian artists from the period of 1900 to 1950, with motifs from Norwegian history, 
culture and working life. 
Travel down Karl's Johans Street on foot -- Oslo's main street. Your guide will point 
out the National Theater and the Parliament Building, as well as Akershus Castle located 
close to the pier. Dating from 1299, the medieval castle and royal residence was 
upgraded to fortress status and was armed with cannons in 1592. 
On the grounds of the castle, you will see the Norwegian Resistance Museum. This 
interesting facility is housed in a protected building, which fitting adjoins the memorial 
to the Norwegian patriots who were executed by the Germans during the World War II. 
Guests wishing to visit the museum can do so on their own after the tour. 
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A short walk back to the pier returns you to the ship. 
Notes: 
Tour requires approximately two hours of walking over mostly flat ground with some 
uneven terrain and several steps at Akershus Castle. Not advisable for guests using a 
wheelchair or for those with mobility limitations. City Hall can be closed to visitors at 
short notice; an outside view of the building will be substituted. Use of an audio headset 
(included) will enhance your tour experience. 

PRIVÉTOUR IN OSLO - HALVE DAG (MINIBUS) 

 KOST $1299 

Ga in eigen tempo op verkenning met een privévoertuig, een chauffeur en een 
Engelssprekende gids. Deze exclusieve tour biedt u de kans uw tijd aan wal zelf in te 
delen en de interessantste plekken te ontdekken met het comfort en de privacy van uw 
eigen voertuig. Met een privévoertuig inclusief een chauffeur en een Engelssprekende 
gids krijgt u de flexibiliteit en onafhankelijkheid om de reisroute aan wal op uw eigen 
interesses af te stemmen en op uw eigen tempo van de bezienswaardigheden te 
genieten. Bezoek de beroemde plekken of ga verder, maak persoonlijk contact en beleef 
unieke culturele ontmoetingen. De Signature-collectie wordt aanbevolen voor 
singles/soloreizigers, stellen, gezinnen, vrienden en mensen die vanwege gedeelde 
interesse in groepsverband reizen. Ook voor gasten met mobiliteitsbeperkingen kan het 
een uitstekende keus zijn. 
Capaciteit: 4 gasten. Uw privéreisgezelschap kan elke omvang hebben tot en met de 
maximumcapaciteit. 
Opmerkingen: 
Privéminibusjes worden per voertuig (niet per persoon) besteld, dus maar één persoon 
in het reisgezelschap hoeft het voertuig te bestellen. De getoonde prijs is de totale 
kostprijs voor het voertuig, een chauffeur en een Engelssprekende gids. Entreekosten 
voor attracties zijn niet inbegrepen. Op veel bestemmingen is het aantal beschikbare 
voertuigen zeer beperkt, dus raden wij gasten aan zo vroeg mogelijk hun 
privéreservering te regelen. 

 

KRISTIANSAND 

KRISTIANSAND PAST & PRESENT 

 KOST $129 

The city of Kristiansand evokes the atmosphere of yesteryear, with small white 
cottages and a rectangular pattern of streets. It is set between the harbor on two sides 
and the Otra River on the third side. 
You will drive past the old fortress of Christiansholm, built in 1672, and many 
delightful old houses typical of southern Norway. Visit the Kristiansand Museum -- one 
of the many open-air museums in Norway -- to see a reconstructed city street and old 
farmhouses from the Setesdal Valley. 
In the village of Sogne, watch for productive farms and breathtaking views of the sea. 
Stop briefly to visit the outside of the church of Sogne and follow the winding coastal 
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road back towards Kristiansand, passing small fishing villages and vacation homes en 
route. 
Notes: 
Use of an audio headset (included) will enhance your tour experience. 

 
LILLESAND: THE JEWEL OF SORLANDET 

 KOST $169 

A highlight of Kristiansand is a boat trip along the coastline scattered with small islands. 
Cruise along the island-speckled coast -- a route of unusual beauty -- via quaint coastal 
communities of traditional mariners' houses, now converted to holiday homes. 
Back on land, transfer to a waiting motor coach for the second part of the tour to see the 
most beautiful town in the region -- Lillesand. Once bustling with maritime activity, 
Lillesand features white-painted 18th- and 19th-century timber houses, and is endowed 
with a sheltered harbor and a current population of 8,200. 
Enjoy some free time to soak in the atmosphere of this charming town, aptly named the 
Jewel of Sorlandet, before you return to Kristiansand along the scenic coastal road. 

 
RIB & HIKE ADVENTURE 

 KOST $199 

Explore the beautiful coastline of Kristiansand and the historical site of Ny Hellesund, 
beginning with a 10-minute walk from the pier to the RIB (rigid inflatable 
boat) departure point. 
Meet your guide and gear up with a survival/flotation suit and goggles. Listen to a safety 
briefing; then, hop aboard and head west across the water towards the picturesque 
village of Soegne. Along the way, you will see several lighthouses, small islands and a 
beautiful part of the Skagerrak Sea. 
Ny Hellesund was a favorite harbor for tall sailing ships back in the 17th century. You'll 
step ashore here and walk up to the wartime bunkers at the top of the island. Take in 
the spectacular view as your guide tells you about the history and legends of Ny 
Hellesund. 
Heading back towards Kristiansand your RIB captain will seek out some waves for a 
thrill ride on the open sea. 
Notes: 
Participants must be in good physical condition. Ride will be bumpy. Pregnant women or 
guests with back or neck conditions are not allowed to participate. Minimum age is 12 
years, minimum height is 4'7" (140 cm). Wear sturdy non-skid walking/hiking shoes. It 
is essential that you wear warm, layered clothing in order to fully enjoy and participate 
in this excursion. Outer layer should be waterproof and windproof. Bring gloves, a warm 
hat and a scarf. 
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A WALK THROUGH HISTORICAL KRISTIANSAND 

 KOST $79 

Charming Kristiansand is the fifth-largest city in Norway, but is small enough to be 
enjoyed on a leisurely and informative walk with your local guide. The history of 
Kristiansand spans more than 370 years. You'll see areas that embody this long history, 
from the stunning Kilden Performing Arts Centre, which opened in 2012, to the Old 
Town's timber buildings and houses dating back to the 1700s. Even though many of the 
houses are painted white, this area's history is rather colorful. 
Your guide will point out the fortress built the 1670s, and the Gothic-style cathedral 
from the late 1880s. Stop at the fish market and the marketplace next to the cathedral. 
In summertime it is packed with flowers and fresh farm produce. 
The Sørlandets Art Museum invites you to view the work of numerous Norwegian 
artists. Visit the museum's gift shop before you walk back to the ship. 
Notes: 
Approximately 2½ miles of walking is required over mostly flat terrain with 
cobblestones and a few steps. An elevator is available at the museum. Wear comfortable 
walking shoes. 

 
CRUISING THE ARCHIPELAGO 

 KOST $139 

Board a genuine, 82-foot-long schooner for a relaxing day cruising the archipelago of 
Kristiansand. The Randesund archipelago consists of 988 islands, islets, and reefs. 
Set out along Norway's favorite vacation coastline, past beautiful weekend properties, 
restored coastal dwellings, and smallholdings. Whitewashed by tradition, and incredibly 
charming today, these are located close to the sea. You're headed east, sailing out of 
Byfjord and past Dvergsøya. Norwegian Crown Prince Håkon keeps a summer residence 
on Dvergsøya Island. 
On the starboard side, watch for Herøya, first settled by farmers in the 1670s. Herøya 
has poor soil, as did the rest of the archipelago, so fishing and sailing soon became the 
predominant occupations in the area. 
The Blindleia is an area characterized by calm waters surrounded by a warm and 
friendly landscape. Inside the Blindleia you will sail past Stokken -- famous for its burial 
mounds from the Bronze and Iron Age. On this island, very old roads connect large 
fields. The stone walls and clearance cairns represent an era when every patch of land 
was highly valuable. 
Your guide will point out Tømmerstø, with its well-preserved, architecturally distinctive 
buildings. Summer cottages large and small dot the shoreline along with some 
interesting historic sites. 
End your sailing journey and return to the ship. 
Notes: 
Bring a warm hat as well as sunscreen. Dress warmly in layers, with a windproof outer 
layer. 
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DUTCH GUIDED: KRISTIANSAND PAST & PRESENT 

 KOST $129 

A Dutch-speaking guide leads this tour (or a guide with a Dutch interpreter). A limited 
number of Dutch guides and interpreters are available in this port; book early to avoid 
disappointment. This is not a bilingual tour; tours guided in English are available at 
Exploration Central on our website. 
The city of Kristiansand evokes the atmosphere of yesteryear, with small white 
cottages and a rectangular pattern of streets. It is set between the harbor on two sides 
and the Otra River on the third side. 
You will drive past the old fortress of Christiansholm, built in 1672, and many 
delightful old houses typical of southern Norway. Visit the Kristiansand Museum -- one 
of the many open-air museums in Norway -- to see a reconstructed city street and old 
farmhouses from the Setesdal Valley. 
In the village of Sogne, watch for productive farms and breathtaking views of the sea. 
Stop to visit the outside of the rose-painted church of Sogne and follow the winding 
coastal road back towards Kristiansand, passing small fishing villages and vacation 
homes. 
Notes: 
Use of an audio headset (included) will enhance your tour experience. 

 
RIVER RAFTING ADVENTURE 

 KOST $229 

Board a motor coach and travel across a landscape of lakes, forested hills and small 
farms. Your destination is the Troll Aktiv Rafting Center. Meet your guides and gear up 
with rafting equipment, including wetsuit, windproof jacket, safety helmet and life vest. 
Listen to a safety briefing, including some tips on basic rafting and paddling techniques. 
Then, board your raft and set off down the Otra River. The Otra features Class III and IV 
white water, offering an ideal mix for novice and experienced rafters alike. Each raft 
accommodates 5 - 8 guests, plus the guide. The approximately 2½-hour float takes you 
down the Setesdal Valley. 
At the pull-out area, re-board the coach for the drive back to Kristiansand. 
Notes: 
Participants must be able to swim. Pregnant women and guests with back or neck 
problems are not allowed to participate. Wear your swimsuit under your clothing; bring 
a towel, sunscreen and a hat. Travel time to the rafting center is approximately one hour 
each way. Maximum weight is 250 lbs. Minimum age is 12 years for the Class III/IV trip. 
Minimum age is 16 years to participate in the Class IV-only trip. A parent or adult 
guardian must accompany minors in the same raft. Wear athletic shoes; bring shorts, a t-
shirt, and a towel. You will get wet. Pregnant women and guests with back or neck 
problems are not allowed to participate. Minimum height is 4'7". 
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NORWAY'S SOUTHERNMOST LIGHTHOUSE 

 KOST $169 

Built in 1655, Lindesnes is Norway's oldest lighthouse. It lies on the southernmost tip 
of the Norwegian mainland -- 1,564 miles from North Cape. The lighthouse is home to 
the National Lighthouse Museum, and hosts various exhibitions relating to the 
development and history of lighthouses and Norway's maritime culture. 
Arriving at South Cape, you will be greeted by the lighthouse host. Watch a film about 
the history of the headlight; then, join your guide for a tour through the museum. 
Climb to the top of the lighthouse for an amazing view over the coastal landscape. South 
Cape is a unique and beautiful landscape in both sunny and stormy weather. It has a 
dramatic feeling because the forces of the weather and nature converge here to make for 
a stunning setting and ever-changing light. Watch the waves smashing against the rocks 
below before you head back inside for a home-baked lighthouse muffin and a cup 
of coffee or tea. 
Finally, head back towards Kristiansand. This time, the drive is partially by coastal road 
flanked by the idyllic summerhouses and scenic views that are typical of southern 
Norway. You'll stop briefly in Høllen (a suburb of Kristiansand) before continuing along 
the scenic North Sea route back to Kristiansand and the ship. 
Notes: 
Dress warmly in layers. Bring a hat, gloves and a scarf. Wear sturdy, non-skid walking 
shoes. 

 
SETESDAL VINTAGE RAILWAY 

 KOST $129 

The golden age of rail is alive and well on this intriguing half-day excursion from 
Kristiansand. 
Board a motorcoach for a panoramic drive north from Kristiansand through the 
stunning Setesdal Valley. 
At Grovane Station, you'll board the narrow-gauge Sedestal Vintage Railway for a ride 
that recreates the atmosphere of a turn-of-the-century rail journey. Founded in 1896, 
the Setesdal Valley Railway once linked Kristiansand with the farms and mines of the 
Setesdal Valley. It was closed in 1962 and reopened two years later as a living (and 
mobile) museum. 
Excitement builds as the restored 1894 steam locomotive whistle blows, heralding the 
start of your scenic tour. Snaking through a wild and scenic stretch of countryside, the 
track parallels the Otra River and showcases a landscape dotted with lakes, rolling hills, 
and the occasional farm. 
Your destination is Røyknes, where you will re-board the coach for the return journey 
to sea level. Back in the quaint port town of Kristiansand, discover a powerhouse of 
culture and commerce, founded in 1641 by King Christian IV. 
Notes: 
The train ride is approximately 30 minutes long. Carriages are not equipped with 
electric lights; tunnels are traversed in the dark. Wear comfortable walking shoes. Bring 
a hat and a light waterproof jacket. Train/coach sequence may vary. 
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DUTCH GUIDED: LILLESAND: THE JEWEL OF SORLANDET 

 KOST $169 

A Dutch-speaking guide leads this tour (or a guide with a Dutch interpreter). A limited 
number of Dutch guides and interpreters are available in this port; book early to avoid 
disappointment. This is not a bilingual tour; please see Lillesand: The Jewel of 
Sorlandet for the same tour guided in English. 
A highlight of Kristiansand is a boat trip along the coastline scattered with small islands. 
Cruise along the island-speckled coast -- a route of unusual beauty -- via quaint coastal 
communities of traditional mariners' houses, now converted to holiday homes. 
Back on land, transfer to a waiting motor coach for the second part of the tour to see the 
most beautiful town in the region -- Lillesand. Once bustling with maritime activity, 
Lillesand features white-painted 18th- and 19th-century timber houses, and is endowed 
with a sheltered harbor and a current population of 8,200. 
Enjoy some free time to soak in the atmosphere of this charming town, aptly named the 
Jewel of Sorlandet, before you return to Kristiansand along the scenic coastal road. 

 

STAVANGER 

LYSEFJORD: PULPIT ROCK CRUISE 

 KOST $169 

Cruise through the Stavanger Archipelago for an overview of how the Norwegians live 
in this area, with plenty of small idyllic islands and many holiday homes by the sea. A 
guide will accompany you and point out various attractions along the way. 
In splendid Lysefjord, you will discover one of Norway's spectacular natural wonders -
- Pulpit Rock. This promontory juts more than 1,500 feet above the sea, and you will 
cruise directly under it. In this beautiful fjord, the water around you is as deep as the 
mountains are high. 
You will stop en route in idyllic surroundings for a snack of coffee and waffles, served in 
traditional Norwegian style with sour cream and jam. 
Notes: 
Restroom facilities are available on the boat and at the refreshment stop. On some calls 
at Stavanger, the cruise ship sails into Lysefjord but does not offer the same close 
encounter with Pulpit Rock that is the highlight of this tour. 

 
UTSTEIN MONASTERY & MUSIC RECITAL 

 KOST $149 

Visit Norway's best-preserved medieval monastery. 
Travel via underwater tunnel to Moster Island -- a bucolic haven of green fields and 
grazing cows and sheep. 
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Located on Moster Island, Utstein Kloster (monastery) was founded in the 13th 
century. Take a guided tour of the graceful cloisters and enjoy a music recital in the 
monastery. Centuries-old beech trees shade the monastery's beautiful grounds. 
Return to Stavanger, where you have the option of heading directly to the ship by 
motorcoach or staying in town with your guide to explore the old port's narrow, 
cobblestone lanes on foot. You will view 18th- and early 19th-century wooden houses 
along the way. 

 
STAVANGER & SURROUNDINGS 

 KOST $119 

Stavanger -- Norway's fourth-largest city -- is a charming blend of old and new. 
Towards the end of the 18th century, Stavanger became a leading commercial and 
industrial town. The herring fisheries and canneries flourished, as did the shipbuilding 
industry. Today, the oil industry activities play a leading role in industry and social 
development both in the town itself and in the surrounding areas. 
Begin your excursion with a panoramic drive through a beautiful rural landscape. Your 
destination is a rebuilt cheese factory dating back to 1920. Byrkjedalstunet houses a 
restaurant, a candle-maker's workshop and other stores. Traditional lapper (thick 
pancakes) with jam and sour cream are served here, and after your snack there's time 
to browse and make some purchases if you like. 
Continue by coach to the nearby Gloppedalsuren -- Norway's largest field of boulders. 
Some of these remarkable stones are literally the size of a house. 
You will head through a pretty rural area en route back to Stavanger, where you will 
tour the main sights of the city from the comfort of your coach. 
You can join your guide for an optional walk through the cobblestone streets of Old 
Stavanger before returning to the ship. 

 
DUTCH GUIDED: STAVANGER & SURROUNDINGS 

 KOST $119 

A Dutch-speaking guide leads this tour (or a guide with a Dutch interpreter). A limited 
number of Dutch guides and interpreters are available in this port; book early to avoid 
disappointment. This is not a bilingual tour; please see Easy Stavanger for the same tour 
guided in English. 
Stavanger -- Norway's fourth-largest city -- is a charming blend of old and new. 
Towards the end of the 18th century, Stavanger became a leading commercial and 
industrial town. The herring fisheries and canneries flourished, as did the 
shipbuilding industry. Today, the oil industry activities play a leading role in 
industry and social development both in the town itself and in the surrounding 
areas. -- Norway's fourth-largest city -- is a charming blend of old and new. Towards the 
end of the 18th century, Stavanger became a leading commercial and industrial town. 
The herring fisheries and canneries flourished, as did the shipbuilding industry. Today, 
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the oil industry activities play a leading role in industry and social development both in 
the town itself and in the surrounding areas. 
Begin your excursion with a panoramic drive through a beautiful rural landscape. Your 
destination is a rebuilt cheese factory dating back to 1920. Byrkjedalstunet houses a 
restaurant, a candle-maker's workshop and other stores. Traditional lapper (thick 
pancakes) with jam and sour cream are served here, and after your snack there's time 
to browse and make some purchases if you like. 
Continue by coach to the nearby Gloppedalsuren -- Norway's largest field of boulders. 
Some of these remarkable stones are literally the size of a house. 
You will head through a pretty rural area en route back to Stavanger, where you will 
tour the main sights of the city from the comfort of your coach. 
You can join your guide for an optional walk through the cobblestone streets of Old 
Stavanger before returning to the ship. 

 
STAVANGER OLD & NEW 

 KOST $159 

Stavanger and its surroundings have played a leading role in Norway's history for 
centuries. and its surroundings have played a leading role in Norway's history for 
centuries. 
See the Swords in Rock Monument. It is comprised of three Viking swords forced into 
the ground, stands more than 30 feet tall, and commemorates the place where Viking 
King Harald Haarfagre (Fairhair) defeated the last of the regional princes in AD 872 and 
founded the Kingdom of Norway by uniting the 29 small kingdoms under one crown. 
You'll pass rich agricultural countryside before arriving at an Iron Age farm. Here, the 
living conditions from 1,500 years ago have been recreated. The farm itself is situated in 
an area with burial mounds from the Bronze Age as well as from the time of the Vikings. 
At the Archeological Museum, you will see Viking-era costumes and artifacts. 
And now, back to the 21st century! The Petroleum Museum is a striking building 
characterized by interactive experiences and lots of hands-on interactive exhibits, 
complete with demonstrations of how oil forms. There are exhibitions on land as well as 
simulated mini-platforms. A walk out to these installations enables you to catch a 
glimpse of 'offshore' life in the North Sea. 
Before you return to the ship, stroll through Old Stavanger and past the charming, 
picturesque, well-preserved wooden houses in narrow lanes that date back to the 18th 
and 19th centuries. The houses were originally built for seaman, craftsmen and 
businessmen. Conservation of Old Stavanger is today considered the city's most 
important project. 
Notes: 
Wear comfortable walking shoes. 
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PULPIT ROCK HIKE 

 KOST $199 

Set out from the pier with a drive to the local ferry landing for a 35-minute crossing to 
Tau. From Tau, it's a 30-minute coach ride through scenic landscapes 
to Preikestolhytta. 
Your hike to Pulpit Rock takes 1½ to 2 hours each way and passes through a variety of 
different landscapes, including mountains, forest and marshland with some lovely ponds 
along the way. The distance to the top is about 2½ miles and climbs 1,100 feet in 
elevation. The last 600 yards are quite spectacular as you walk along a narrow path with 
steep cliffs on one side and Lysefjord far below on the other. 
Finally, upon arrival at Pulpit Rock, rest, relax and take in the fantastic scenery as you 
eat a boxed lunch and view Lysefjord some 2,000 feet below. 
Suitably refreshed, you head off on the return journey following the same route back to 
the ship. 
Notes: 
Minimum age is 12 years. Distance covered is about 2½ miles each way (five miles 
round trip) and climbs 1,100 feet in elevation (the hike starts at 886 feet above sea 
level). Wear sturdy, comfortable hiking or walking shoes. The path is steep, narrow, 
rocky and muddy in places. Wear layered clothing that you can easily shed. It can be 
quite cool at the top of the rock. This is a strenuous hike, suitable only for physically-fit 
people. 

 
LYSEFJORD & PULPIT ROCK BY HELICOPTER 

 KOST $499 

Stavanger, center of the oil industry, is the fourth-largest town in Norway. Situated at 
the entrance to the Gandsfjord, it is somewhat protected from the North Sea. Stavanger 
is a charming mix of new and old. Close to the harbor, you'll see the wooden, white-
painted houses with tiny gardens. These once belonged to sailors and craftsmen. 
Your helicopter adventure begins with a drive from the pier to the helipad. After 
takeoff, you'll head eastward towards Lysefjord, which incises an impressive 30 miles 
into a mountainous massif. It is considered the wildest, least-accessible fjord in the 
region, surrounded by cliffs rising steeply from the water and worn down by eons of ice 
erosion. In a few places along the fjord, there is enough space for small, isolated farms to 
cling to the cliff-sides. 
A real thrill is the chance to pass over the well-known Pulpit Rock -- a massive formation 
with a flat top whose elevation is a stunning 2,000 feet above sea level. Needless to say, 
the rock offers sensational views of the mountainous world surrounding it -- the very 
same view that you will enjoy from your seat in the helicopter. 
Turning west, you'll cross the mountain landscape dotted with lakes before heading 
back to the helipad. 
Notes: 
The flight is operated with a five-seater helicopter. The pilot does not narrate the tour; it 
is a scenic ride only. (S)he reserves the right to cancel the flight at short notice due to 
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weather conditions; however, the weather typically is pleasant and the flight dispatch 
rate is accordingly high. 

 
FLAVORS OF STAVANGER 

 KOST $109 

Delve deep into the culinary traditions of Stavanger -- Norway's gastronomic capital. 
Your fun, expert-foodie guide takes you on a lovely walk through the heart and soul 
of Old Stavanger in search of the real flavors of the city. Food samples include canned 
brisling and smoked salmon at the Norwegian Canning Museum, fenalår (salted, dried 
and cured leg of lamb) and herring, coffee, and traditional soft lefse flatbread at the 
Maritime Museum. 
Between tastings, you will learn more about Stavanger's history and treasured 
architecture. Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and touching enables you to catch a lively 
and tasty glimpse of the history of eating in Stavanger. 
Notes: 
Wear comfortable walking shoes; you will cover about 1½ miles on foot. Vegetarian 
options are not available. Use of an audio headset (included) will enhance your tour 
experience. 

 
EASY STAVANGER 

 KOST $59 

From the city center, travel by coach across the city bridge to the nearby islands. The 
route affords a marvelous view back to the city of Stavanger. 
Your panoramic drive takes you past Breiavannet -- the smiling eye of the city -- and 
the Stavanger Cathedral, built in 1125. The cathedral is one of the few churches in 
Scandinavia that has remained faithful to its original design. 
Watch for the Iron-Age Farm at Ullandhaug -- this is a reconstructed farmstead from the 
Emigration period. 
Continue along Jaeren -- a natural and cultural landscape that is unique to this part of 
Norway, with its long sandy beaches and rounded stones, its flat areas of intensive 
agriculture, and a rich selection of historical sights. Jaeren is also well known for its very 
special light, making it a mecca for painters. 
You will pass Sola Beach -- a full mile of white-sand dunes. The most important plant 
here is marram grass, which binds the sand with its roots and stops the dunes from 
further runaway encroachment. 
In the village of Sola, you'll stop briefly at the ruins of the 12th-century Sola Church. 
On the way back to the city, take photos at Hafrsfjord where, a thousand years ago, the 
Vikings waged a historic battle. It goes without saying that King Harald Fairhair -- 
Norway's golden warrior -- won the battle and united Norway into the kingdom she is 
today. 
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DUTCH GUIDED: EASY STAVANGER 

 KOST $59 

A Dutch-speaking guide leads this tour (or a guide with a Dutch interpreter). A limited 
number of Dutch guides and interpreters are available in this port; book early to avoid 
disappointment. This is not a bilingual tour; please see Easy Stavanger for the same tour 
guided in English. 
From the city center, travel by coach across the city bridge to the nearby islands. The 
route affords a marvelous view back to the city of Stavanger. 
Your panoramic drive takes you past Breiavannet -- the smiling eye of the city -- and 
the Stavanger Cathedral, built in 1125. The cathedral is one of the few churches in 
Scandinavia that has remained faithful to its original design. 
Watch for the Iron-Age Farm at Ullandhaug -- this is a reconstructed farmstead from the 
Emigration period. 
Continue along Jaeren -- a natural and cultural landscape that is unique to this part of 
Norway, with its long sandy beaches and rounded stones, its flat areas of intensive 
agriculture, and a rich selection of historical sights. Jaeren is also well known for its very 
special light, making it a mecca for painters. 
You will pass Sola Beach -- a full mile of white-sand dunes. The most important plant 
here is marram grass, which binds the sand with its roots and stops the dunes from 
further runaway encroachment. 
In the village of Sola, you'll stop briefly at the ruins of the 12th-century Sola Church. 
On the way back to the city, take photos at Hafrsfjord where, a thousand years ago, the 
Vikings waged a historic battle. It goes without saying that King Harald Fairhair -- 
Norway's golden warrior -- won the battle and united Norway into the kingdom she is 
today. 

 

FLAM 

FJORD VILLAGE & OSTERBO MOUNTAIN FARM 

 KOST $129 

A motor coach and your guide are waiting to take you on a trip along the fjord to the 
village of Aurland -- a typical fjord village that is still steeped in tradition. Perhaps not 
surprisingly, the old church from the 13th century is the village's focal point. 
From Aurland, you'll drive inland and along the Aurland River -- well known for its 
salmon fishing -- and continue up the beautiful Aurland Valley, which is rich in flora and 
fauna. 
Your destination is Osterbø Mountain Farm, which was permanently inhabited up until 
the late 1920s. At that time, the farm was completely cut off from the rest of the world 
during the winter -- from six to eight months of the year. Fortunately, in summer it is 
much more accessible and today, at Osterbø, you will relax over a snack of coffee and 
waffles with jam and sour cream. 
Return to Flåm afterwards. 
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THE FLAM RAILWAY 

 KOST $179 

Flåm is located in the innermost part of the 127-mile-long Sognefjord. 
Embark the Flåm Railway -- a masterpiece of engineering climbing from sea level to 
2,800 feet, crossing back and forth over rivers and through 20 tunnels. 
At the overwhelming Kjosfossen Waterfall, you can leave the train to take some 
pictures. 
Leave the train again at Vatnahalsen and walk the approximately 300 feet to 
the Vatnahalsen Mountain Hotel. Coffee or tea and homemade waffles with sour 
cream and jam have been prepared for you. Relax and feel free to walk around in the 
beautiful natural surroundings. 
After 60 to 90 minutes to wander and explore, you'll re-board the train for the return 
ride to Flåm. 
Notes: 
Wear sturdy non-skid walking shoes. Terrain includes gravel paths and steep inclines. Not 
advisable for guests with mobility limitations. Dress warmly in layers with a wind- and 
waterproof outer layer. Due to limited availability of guides in Flåm, only one guide will 
accompany the train ride. The time at the Vatnahalsen Hotel is determined by the train 
schedule and will vary. The rail stations are open-air and have no facilities. The Flåm train is 
not exclusive to Holland America Line guests. 

 
VISION OF THE FJORDS: NAEROYFJORD CRUISE 

 KOST $179 

Explore the spectacular scenery of the Flåm region by land and sea. Norway's fjords 
were formed after the last Ice Age, when glaciers and rivers carved through the rock 
formations. Once the ice receded, the land was transformed, and mountain ranges, 
valleys, and deep fjords were the gifts left behind. 
Board the Vision of the Fjords -- a new hybrid vessel with an innovative Norwegian 
design, inspired by the winding trails of the steep mountain terrain. Cruise along 
Aurlandsfjord and into the dramatic UNESCO World Heritage Site Nærøyfjord. 
UNESCO's recognition of Nærøyfjord is due to its geological qualities and uniquely 
beautiful natural landscape. The 10½-mile-long fjord is nestled between steep 
mountainsides, waterfalls, and narrow passages. Your spacious vessel, at the hand of an 
experienced captain, navigates the coastal waters and affords spectacular views. 
Back on dry land, an equally picturesque panoramic drive by motorcoach takes you 
through one of Norway's longest tunnels to the small settlement of Gudvangen. 
Continue up the Nærøy Valley, following its well-known salmon river past Glashamaren. 
Watching for Stalheimsfossen waterfall on your left and Sivlefoss waterfall on your right. 
The trip back to Flåm offers different and also outstanding views, including two long 
tunnels -- one of which is more than six miles long. 
Notes: 
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The vessel is covered, heated and restroom-equipped. There is no narration during the 
cruise portion of the tour, so you are free to enjoy the sound of nature on the outside 
decks. The cruise portion of this tour is not exclusive to Holland America Line guests. 

 
STALHEIM & TVINDE WATERFALLS 

 KOST $139 

Start your tour from the pier in Flåm, driving through tunnels connecting Flåm with the 
village of Gudvangen. 
At the fashionable Stalheim Hotel, some 1,237 feet above sea level, you will learn that 
there has been an inn at this location since the 1640s. The old Stalheim Hotel was 
damaged by fire and the present hotel was built in 1960. It is furnished with an 
intriguing combination of modern Scandinavian furniture and antiques. Browse in 
the souvenir shop, which stocks a wide range of Norwegian souvenirs and handicrafts. 
Savor a cup of coffee or tea and a pastry, and take a walk outside to enjoy the 
beautiful view of the valley far below. 
Re-board your motor coach and descend the thirteen hairpin bends of the 
steep Stalheimskleivane Road down to the narrow and impressive Næroydalen Valley. 
You will pass many waterfalls, as well as the villages of Oppheim and Vinje, Oppheim 
Lake and the Stalheim and Sivle Waterfalls before stopping to take a look at the Tvinde 
falls. The name Tvinde comes from an old Norse word and means 'double' or 'two'. 
The stone fences in the Næroy Valley protect the farm buildings from pressure of the 
snow and stone slides that occur during the winter. Arriving in Gudvangen you will once 
more drive through the mountain tunnel mountain back to Flåm . 

 
BEST OF FLAM 

 KOST $309 

This tour covers the highlights of the Aurlandsfjord region. Leave the idyllic village of 
Flåm at the head of Aurlandsfjord by train on one of the most spectacular railroad 
journeys in Norway. The line is only 12 miles long; however, the journey lasts around 50 
minutes because it climbs from 15 feet above sea level to 2,844 feet at Myrdal Station, 
situated on the main line between Oslo and Bergen. The train proceeds very slowly at 
the most scenic parts. At the Kjosfoss Waterfall you can leave the train for a few 
minutes to take photographs. 
Change trains at Myrdal Station and continue on the main line, passing through the 
Gravhalsen Tunnel and down the Raundalen Valley to Voss. Voss is a well-known resort 
town, in both summer and winter, with an attractive setting near Vangs Lake. Here you 
will have some free time to explore the village. 
After lunch, served locally, your journey continues by coach, stopping at the Tvinde 
Waterfall cascading down the mountainside. 
Pass Oppheim Lake and reach the Stalheim Hotel, which perches on a cliff overlooking 
the Nærøy Valley far below. Brace yourself for the serpentine bends of the 
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Stalheimskleivane -- the steepest road in Norway -- skirting the Sivle and the Stalheim 
Waterfalls. 
Reaching the valley floor, you will follow the Nærøy River to Gudvangen on Nærøyfjord. 
From here it is a relatively short drive back to Flåm, although most of the route will be 
inside the mountain. There are two tunnels -- the first is 6.8 miles long; the second 
approximately three miles long. Soon you will see Aurlandsfjord ahead, where your ship 
awaits you. 
Notes: 
The railway stations are open-air and have no restroom facilities. The Flåm train is not 
exclusive to Holland America Line guests. 

 
ADVENTURE FLAM: VALLEY TRAIN & HIKE TO BLOMHELLER 

 KOST $209 

Only 12½ miles long, the legendary Flåm Railway runs from Flåm Station at sea level to 
Myrdal Station at an elevation of more than 2,800 feet asl. You'll pass through the line's 
longest tunnel at Naali and when you emerge, the stunning vista of Myrdalsberg 
Mountain is revealed. The railway is built on four levels to climb its thousand-foot 
ascent. Once at the top, you are able to view the three other levels below. 
Stop at Kjosfossen waterfall and briefly disembark for a photo opportunity at this 
spectacular 300-foot-tall waterfall. 
The penultimate station on the line is Vatnahalsen, where you'll disembark for a 
refreshment break at the Vatnahalsen Hotel. From here, set out on a hike, trekking 
downhill through the many hairpin bends as you make your way back to the valley floor. 
Follow the river past Kaardal Farm and a lovely waterfall. The highest-elevation farm in 
the valley, Kaardal is used only during the summer months. This is a reasonably 
common practice in Norway. Continue on through unspoiled nature, enjoying the fresh 
air and the charming birdsong. Halfway between Myrdal and Flåm is Blomheller 
Station, where you re-board the train for the ride back to Flåm. 
Notes: 
Total walking distance is approximately six miles. Wear sturdy, comfortable walking 
shoes. The terrain is somewhat uneven during the first part of the hike. This is a 
demanding hike, mostly downhill on gravel and uneven ground. Please realistically 
assess your physical fitness and ability prior to booking, as the walk is uphill, over 
unpaved, rough walking tracks with many steps. Minimum age is 12 years. Bring hiking 
sticks. 

 
KAYAKING IN GUDVANGEN 

 KOST $199 

Your tour starts with a transfer from Flåm to Gudvangen. 
After an introduction to kayaking and a safety briefing. Climb into your kayak and head 
out for some sea kayaking. You're headed to Bleiklindi and Holmo, taking in the 
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amazing scenery along the way as you paddle. Relax over a picnic lunch on the 
foreshore. 
The second stretch of sea kayaking, in the afternoon, brings you back to Gudvangen, and 
you'll transfer back to the ship from there. 
Notes: 
Gear includes neoprene booties, a sleeveless wetsuit, a life jacket, a spray skirt, and a 
waterproof box for cameras or cell phones. A combination of double and single kayaks 
are used, so that everybody will have a chance to be in a kayak suitable to their skill 
level. Minimum age is 10 years. Maximum height is 6'10". Maximum weight is 265 lbs. 

 
AURLAND VILLAGE, STEGASTEIN VIEWPOINT & SCENIC DRIVE 

 KOST $99 

This scenic tour takes you via a zig-zag road up to the lofty Stegastein Viewpoint. The 
panoramic views over the fjord and Aurland village, some 2,000 feet below, are quite 
staggering. The wooden platform was designed to satisfy the architect's desire to 
express the openness of the space and enhance the breadth view. Mission accomplished? 
You decide. 
Driving back down to the fjord, you'll stop in Aurland village to see its medieval 
stone church and enjoy some free time for a stroll. Snap some photographs before 
heading back to Flåm and the ship. 
Notes: 
Wear comfortable walking shoes. 

 
FLAM VALLEY TRAIN & BIKE ADVENTURE 

 KOST $189 

The Flåm Railway is one of the most interesting stretches of railroad engineering in the 
world. Only 12½ miles in length, the railroad runs from Flåm Station at sea level to 
Myrdal Station, reaching an elevation of more than 2,850 feet above sea level. 
Depart by train from the station in Flåm and travel along the eponymous river -- one of 
the best salmon fishing rivers in the West Country. Highlights on the right hand side 
include the Rjoande Waterfall, with its sheer drop of 460 feet, and the impressive peak 
of Vibmesnosi rising to almost 4,200 feet. 
After passing through the longest tunnel at Naali, you'll encounter the stunning scenery 
of Myrdalsberg Mountain. The railway is built on four levels to climb the thousand-foot 
ascent. From the fourth level, you are able to view the other three levels below. 
You'll stop at Kjosfossen Waterfall and briefly disembark to capture this spectacular 
300-foot-tall cascade with your camera. The train also slows down at other interesting 
viewpoints. 
After completing the train ride to Myrdal, commence the descent to Berekvam Station, 
where you'll leave the train and hop on a bicycle. From here, it's an 
exhilarating downhill bike ride that follows a narrow gravel road along the river. 
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Take in the spectacular views of waterfalls, mountains, and the valley as you make your 
way back to the pier in Flåm. 
Notes: 
Wear comfortable clothing and footwear appropriate for bike riding. Bring a waterproof 
windbreaker and a light backpack to carry a water bottle. Helmet provided. Minimum 
age is 14 years. Maximum weight is 308 lbs. Participants must have prior experience 
riding a bike and be in good physical condition. 

 
DISCOVER FLAM ON FOOT 

 KOST $39 

Here's a chance to multi-task in Flåm, participating in a gentle workout while immersing 
yourself in the beautiful surrounding scenery the town. Your outing consists of a lovely 
walk in the countryside, taking in several stunning landmarks long the way. 
Starting in the idyllic fjordside village of Flåm, set off down the mountain-flanked road 
that bisects the valley. Its original use was to transport materials for the construction of 
the Flåm Railway in 1924. Hear stories about the region as your guide leads you along 
the bank of the river and past several small farms. 
Stop to marvel at the Rjoandefossen Waterfall, where white water plunges more than 
1,000 feet down the hillside. 
You'll also admire the pretty 17th-century wooden church. 
Once you've strolled back to Flåm, guests who wish to stay in town to shop or explore 
independently are welcome to do so, but must make their own way back to the ship. 
Notes: 
This tour is conducted entirely on foot and involves approximately 2½ hours of walking. 
Dress warmly in layers with a wind- and waterproof outer layer; bring gloves, a scarf 
and a warm hat. Wear comfortable walking shoes. Not advisable for guests using a 
wheelchair or for those with mobility limitations. 

 
DUTCH GUIDED: COACH & TRAIN TO VOSS 

 KOST $199 

A Dutch-speaking guide leads this tour (or a guide with a Dutch interpreter). A limited 
number of Dutch guides and interpreters are available in this port; book early to avoid 
disappointment. This is not a bilingual tour; tours guided in English are available at 
Exploration Central on our website. 
Explore the panoramic splendor of fjord country by road and rail. 
Begin by boarding a motor coach for a lovely driving tour highlighting Norway's 
magnificent fjord country scenery. Pass through one of Norway's longest traffic tunnels 
to Gudvangen, located at the end of Nærøyfjord. 
Continue up the Nærøy Valley, passing a variety of villages along the way. It's quite a 
thrill traversing Norway's steepest road -- a noteworthy superlative in such a 
mountainous country. 
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Travel past breathtakingly beautiful Oppheim Lake en route to Voss, where you will 
board the Bergen Railway. Delight in a winding train trip through the mountains to 
Myrdal Station. 
Perhaps the overall highlight is when you transfer to the historic Flåm Railway and 
journey from 3,000 feet to sea level on a 12-mile ride. The train stops at the 280-
foot Kjosfossen Waterfall so you can snap some photos on the way back to Flåm . 

 


